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Abstract: Newspapers have long been rich resources for historians, yet historians use of newspapers
as sources has not been deeply studied. Because many newspapers are now being digitized,
understanding the way they will be used is important for designing search interfaces. To better
understand those information needs we interviewed eight academic historians who use newspapers in
their research, primarily research in North American history from the mid-19th to the mid-20th
century. This poster highlights some of the findings of the research, which include the limitations of
current search tools (for example, that newspaper databases are often allow users to search
effectively for names, but that broader topics are hard to research); lack of support for managing
search results (a historian wanted a log of all her searches; when editing a book manuscript, she
found it “hugely taxing” to find items she hadn’t cited), and a need for greater complexity (one
researcher wants a visual map to see how searches are nested within each other and to get back to
earlier search results). Subjects’ feelings about newspapers ranged from passionate to ambivalent.
The interviews revealed a wide range of needs for historians working with collections of digitized
newspapers. Supporting many of these needs is a matter of broadly deploying known technologies
but meeting some of these needs will require development of new services. The poster concludes
with a brief consideration of other users of historical newspapers as well as the prospects for a
historian’s workbench that supports all aspects of historical research.
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